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Substantial Understatement Penalty Application

• First Time Audit
– Generally, the initial audit of a registered
taxpayer that has filed their returns will not be
assessed penalty.
• Change in entity type (1120-C changed to LLC with
new EIN) would be an exception to this policy
provided other details surrounding the entity
remained the same.
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Substantial Understatement Penalty
• First Time Issue
– Tax liability arising from a subsequent audit of a
registered taxpayer that was not addressed on a
prior audit, will typically not be subject to
penalty.
• Unlike the first time audit policy mentioned
previously, which is more universally applied, the
individual facts of a case determine whether the
penalty is waived on a first time issue.
• A subsequent audit with similar issues to a prior
examination would be subject to penalty up to 25%.
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Failure to File Penalty Application
• First Time Audit
– The penalty is generally applied in a
situation where a return was due but was
not filed.
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Failure to File Penalty
• First Time Issue
– The penalty is generally applied in a
situation where a return was due but was
not filed.
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Failure to File Penalty
• Exception
– Penalty may be conditional in regard to certain item
assessment inquiries for individual use tax.
• Letters sent may include a statement similar to the following:
“If the enclosed Certificate is completed and tax paid within 30
days of the date of this letter, a bill for interest will be sent to you
and penalties will be waived.”

• Penalties may be re-applied if conditions for waiver of the
penalty are not met. Penalty may still be waived outside of
the parameters set forth in the correspondence if the taxpayer
has voluntarily submitted requested information and has
provided an adequate reason for the delayed response.
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Several initiatives are currently in place that employ this internal
policy.

• Documented vessels
• ST-6 inquiries (Motor vehicles, Boats, etc…)
• Customs inquiries
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Voluntary Disclosure Program

• http://www.maine.gov/revenue/divisions/voldisclosure.html
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Voluntary Disclosure Program
• Anonymous process until agreement is reached.
• Limitation of periods under review compared to
audit examinations.
• Reduction in penalty.
• Every application has unique facts that influence
the process.
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Voluntary Compliance Initiatives
• Authorized by the legislature.
– Terms of program can vary.
• No initiatives of this type are currently
authorized, but the other methods of
penalty forgiveness and abatement are
currently in place.
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Historical Compliance Initiatives
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